**XTPB**

*Handling of reels, coils and beams*

- **Capacity (kg):** On demand
- **Lifting Height (mm):** On demand

---

Pallet trucks with special shaped forks allow safe and efficient handling of reels, coils and beams.

**Features in detail:**

- **SHAPE FORKS:**
  Shaped forks conform perfectly to the cylindrical shape of the load.

- **COUNTER-FORK FRAMES:**
  Folding fork frames allow handling a wider range of payload diameters.

- **MACHINE FRAME:**
  The machine frame is enlarged to ensure maximum stability in case of large loads.

---

**Customised Trucks:**

Pallet trucks for reel, coil and beam handling are built to suit the requirements of the application. The length, width and shape of the forks, as well as the overall truck dimensions, are defined by the specific load to be handled.

- **XTPB with extra-sturdy and longer forks** to handle loads with special size and weight.
- **Extra-compact XTPB with shortened forks** to handle special loads.
- **XTPB with small lifting mast** to elevate the load from the floor.
- **XTPB in Operation:**
  Easy and completely safe handling of even large cylindrical loads.